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Sinking

As I sit I listen
To how the rain runs down the walls
Drenched by only memories
Each single tear that falls

Though my heart's left wondering
Why the lonely ship set sail
When the sea's forecast was stormy
An icy, stinging hail

Now slowly sinking to the surface
A lonely man once cried
A ship that sinks while wondering
Is a ship that never died

Now buried beneath the icy waves
The painted glass of time
I'm left here often pondering
Why your no longer mine

While the ship it shows its gratitude
For the tears dripped down the wall

A sailor is left wondering
What ship left bay at all?

For no man left was standing
To tell that tale at all
But is beckoned to the icy waves
Towards the captains call

One lonely sailor lost at night
With nothing but an oar
Is a dead man sinking to the surface
Straight to Satan's door

The bell strikes not once
But several times, to shout to all above
All who slowly float on by
Each broken hearted love

Each chime a call to the dying
To pass to that happy place
A meaningful, echo passes the waters
As each sailor loses their race

Now the sailors stand on land

With no boat in bay at all
But they hear a ship's chime echo
Deaths un-holy call
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Together Apart

So close yet so far apart
You've ran away with a part of my heart
Left me here pining for a hint of affection
Instead of looking at your photograph and my own reflection

It's not your fault, I know, but I’ve loved all who I've lost
Our love won't come and go without some sort of cost
As much as I need you by my side
You're never there, you run, you hide

My eyes fill with tears thinking of you
All those plans we had that just didn't do
We were gonna marry, be together, never to part
But times have changed and now you're gone, with a part of my heart

I longed to hold you close, for it to never end
Even though when we stopped it felt my heart would never mend
The touch of your skin. The way you ruffled my hair
The pain I feel now is too much to bear

The touch of your lips, your heart beating like a drum
Love doesn't come often, it's lucky to some

Even though we're still together, it's hard for me to say
But it's true that I love you, in every single way

You've never said that true, you've never meant what you've said
I long for it now, after the love my heart has bled
It hurts when we're together, is that how love is meant to feel?
All I want is my hero, my love without the veil

So I'll ask one more time, for the words I long to hear
Do you really love me? Am I all that you hold dear?
Or am I a faded memory, a picture on your wall?
Perhaps that's the best place for me, since I've lost it all
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Best Laid Plans

Every waking moment
Stuck inside my head
Thinking of the moment
You cut my heart, it bled

We're faded distant memories
We're pictures on the walls
Broken by each other
Our silly little flaws

And now we're both left sitting
With photos in our hands
Thinking of where we went wrong
These things happen to best laid plans

All i want is a chance to show you,
That my heart it beats for you
If this world was made without you
Then this world would suffer true

All I want is to say I love you
One last time right in your ear

To make you conquer your feelings
Give in to all you fear
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The Music Inside

The echo of your breath
And the heart inside your chest
An orchestral symphony,
As you lie and rest

Your voice a lowly whisper
A sad ballad without tune
Calling out with compassion
Your broken heart came soon

Your ribs a broken xylophone
Broken and bashed into defeat
You give out a scream with each smack
Your deafening roar so loud, as you cry out beat by beat

Then the panting of you breathing
As you hold your battered side
You realise your potential
That orchestra inside
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Wide Asleep

The echo shatter, glass break
A thousand sounds, a single wake
The morning after, wide asleep
Call your name, you've sank so deep

The falling glass, splinter clear
Blood settles, you lie near
The other sleepers lie awake
Cut to pieces, makes me shake

All are dead, with life inside
Inside each body, a soul does hide
I look around, and cannot move
I'm wide asleep, I’m gonna lose

You raise your head, you scream
You shout my name, i talk back but it’s all in vain, I’m gone too, left this place,
my body is left an empty space, I’m a soul trapped inside, help me, help me, i
can't hide, death has come, I’ve been spied
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Love's Course

When you looked into my eyes
A part of my heart, began to kick-start
Again
I didn't think I’d ever feel this way
But I can only pray, that this feeling, lasts forever

Maybe I was immature, of my feelings was unsure
But I know that you are perfect, for me
Oh baby
Listen to your heart
It beating in the dark, you know that our love is true
There's nothing that i wouldn't do, for you

Baby, listen to the rain, its crying out in pain 'cause it knows you should be with
me, apart was never meant to be, oh baby why can't you see, you'd have to be
blind to miss me
Standing, outside on my own
Away from you I’ve grown
And now I am alone

We should be together
Like a pigeon and a feather
Instead of me out here in whatever weather

You said this love would last forever
Unfortunately it didn't we lasted for never

You never loved me, you never believed me, you never trusted me
And what was it; you were too blind to see
And now my love for you, a faded distant memory
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Swallowed

I started to watch the sun come around
The sky so blue, the birds soaring from the ground
Listening to the sea, the waves and the sound
The landscape it echoes warning the ships that are bound

I hear the guns blasting, the fight that erupts
As ships quickly battle, the world it disrupts
The blood in the water, slowly moves and corrupts
A scary red cloud, a symbol of a fight that irrupts

The smoke a symbol, a warning to all in range
That battle ensues, men will be maimed
Those who are killed will never be named
But the sea that swallows them will be famed
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Missing

When you aren't here
When I’m alone
The pain inside
Is a pain I have not known?

Even when we talk on the phone
It’s not the same, as by your side
I feel so alone

I'm almost empty. The pain that I feel
It’s like no other, we're still together
You make me feel like we're one
Without you I’m none

You often don't talk and I wait
For hours maybe days, anticipation of an answer
But I get no answer, you avoid and worm your way out, you’re a chancer

What do I amount to, do you see me for all I'm worth
I may not be complete, but you’re my missing piece
I love you; you’re my everything, my fight, my gain, my peace
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Played

When the rain comes around
And turns your world upside down
Put a brave face on and smile
As the world turns round and round
Listen to the sound, the growing of life
The whisper gently made by the wind
A simple trickle, washing the sinned
As the rain bellows down
Turning that smile into a frown
Listen to the world all around
Listen to it beating, that bellowing sound

The heart is an instrument
It beats to a tune
To love we are beaten, but some hearts are immune
All i do is love you, and get nothing back
It causes that pain inside like I’m under attack
But all you do is sit, you laugh and you slack
And all I want is your affection
I want some love and attention

Instead I’m being destroyed from the inside out

You’re pulling on my heart strings, throwing me about
It makes me scream and shout
Say things I sometimes regret
But baby do not fret
I love you
But you don't love me too
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Birthday Poem

Yesterday was your special day
It only comes once a year
A birthday is quite magical
A day we hold quite dear
But to me every day is my birthday
As long as I’m with you
I hope you had a great birthday
Because i had a great day too
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Love

Baby I can tell
That there's something on your mind
The way you look at me
You’re the way i want to be

And that sparkle in your eyes
Shows a glint right to your soul
I want to make you mine
Be with you until the end of time

I know that you have feelings for me
It's written on your face
That happy glow about you
Makes my heart race

I want to say I love you
But what would that do?
I've already to you
Now i want to hear you say it too
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Take Back My Happiness

My heart it marches on
As i stand, I sing my song
Listening to the sound of that soft old heart beating
As I sing I watch you leaving

The stinging rain it belts on down
As my face slowly develops a familiar frown
Under the water my knees begin to buckle
And my body lets out a painful chuckle

Perhaps the simple melody made by the rain and my heart
Is a pathetic fallacy, it knows you've torn me apart
You'll always have that piece of my soul
And i can't run to get it, i fall like a newly born foal

You've got my tune, my happy beat
And as i lie here drowned I give up, give in to defeat
But no-one will stop me, I’ll get it back
You'll come back to me, perhaps for one last attack

I will not be broken, not ever again
You've broken me once, now what's left to gain
When you come back I’ll take what was once mine
I'll be able to listen to each happy chime
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More Than a Friend

I don’t know how to tell you
Because i feel we're close
I thought i better tell you
The way that means the most

I'd write a silly poem!
Tell you how i feel!
I dunno what it is!
But you have me spinning like a wheel

I've got this feeling right down deep
Hidden away inside
I dunno what to do anymore
I can't just let it hide

I want to be with you
Every night and day
I dunno what it is!
I've never felt this way

I know we're great friends!
That won't ever end

If we don't get together
My heart will mend
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Lying With You

Lying with you, on the grass the past day
Was the greatest moment I’ve had! In every single way!
To lie with you was amazing, my hand with your hand
I felt so happy as I slowly watched you slip away, right into dreamland

Your face was so beautiful, in that bright beating sun
I'd never been happier and i tried to think of a day but there were none
And as I lay stroking your hand with my thumb
I sat and i wished that we were alone

But as we discovered no words can cover how i feel!
You spin my world around like I’m on a Ferris wheel!
Now the only thing missing as i lie here in bed!
Is you on my pillow, resting your sweet innocent head
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Man

As i sit the world whistles, a wind through my ears
I feel the world’s bristles, scratch at my tears
I feel all that's left, broken and damned
This planet has been shattered, by man's iron hand

The political structures buckle and bend
While men seem to suckle, on this world with no end
Slowly killing each tree, each plant and flower
Man sucking the earth of its sweet natural power

The war on this planet, without reason or cause
Destroying each other, without viewing our own flaws
Who cares for religion, we all worship the same
We've changed the world over; we've made our God tame

This was once a planet of peace, before our time
No police and no armies, a world without crime
But now count the murders that happen each day
The earth would be better if man had no place to stay

Not one of us can live in all harmony
We're missing the small points, life’s short quality

We're each like leeches, sucking the earth of its dreams
Draining the world of its "blood", its rivers and streams

If we can't live together should we live at all?
Man has reached its peak, what’s next is a fall
We'll go with our planet, we'll kill it ourselves
Go down in a book on another planet's bookshelves
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Callum Is My Inspiration; Hinting On My Love

Where to begin! Such inspiration is here!
I could write a million poems but none would reach near
Near the standard that describes yourself!
Because your indescribable with your ninja stealth!

Your hair is lovely, top notch, cute
Your smile would make anyone talk even a mute!
Your big brown eyes! As deep as the sea
One of the most beautiful things i can see

You look after your animals! You don’t even eat meat!
If your ever on my three buses I’ll save you a seat
We'll have long conversations! The fun won't ever end
Because your with me and if it’s not fun, pretend!!

Sometimes you’re a meanie! I bet you plan things with Mac!
I'm on to you Cal! I'm ready for your attack!
But i don't care we'll make up in the end
You’re a great guy, and a true special friend
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When All I've got Is You

When we're together
The world seems to fade
You become the centre of all my attention
You’re the reason I was made

All I have is you
You make me so proud
I want to live every moment
And tell everyone so loud

Shout to the heavens I love you
At the minute the world hasn't a clue
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Heart

The echo I hear, like a loud beating drum
What is it? I don't know, but it’s never done
The rhythm that’s there, it never misses a beat!
A deep drum of courage that won't give in to defeat

The world seems to shake, with each beat of its sound
I feel the earth tremble, shake at the ground
What could it be? Nothing is this strong?
It keeps on thumping, on and on and on

Then i realise that you’re by my side
My one and only man, with a heart of gold
It makes that big beating sound
That sounds so courageous and bold!
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Water's Edge

That night you left me standing outside, and alone
The rain pouring down
With each droplet a new thread was sown

Slowly connecting the fabrics of space
Slowly entrapping me
In a wet claustrophobic case

Each wall came in and it filled up my lungs
Death taking me apart
With snake's severed tongues

With the water slithering and making its way down inside
I had no control
I almost died

Then I saw you, deep at water's edge
Lowering your hands
Lifting me as strong as a sledge

Then taking me slowly you wrapped your hands around my throat
You pushed me under

And i sank down deep like a wet leather coat

Slowly as I let out my last breath of air
I whispered I loved you
And you didn't care
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All I Want Is You

When all is lost it’s you i find
When all I feel is hate, you are kind
All I want is you, you make me feel alone
This broken heart is shattered just like bone

You are the feeling deep inside
A love and hate which i cannot hide
I fear this all must come to a bitter end
But a sweet beginning for you and me my friend

All I want is someone to hold me close
To push me away but at the same time ask me to stay
All i want is somebody I can trust
Someone to throw me away like a piece of dust

It’s funny that all I want is you
When making me cry is what you seem to do
Perhaps I’m stupid? Perhaps it’s love?
But you and me fit, like a foot in a glove
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Waking Up

I miss you more than ever
I want to hold you near
You are my life, my soul, my heart
You’re all that I hold dear

I want that wake up moment
When i can get lost in your brown eyes
Every morning when i wake up
Your face is my surprise

I dunno how you could stay with me
Not somebody who is like you
Maybe that proves everything
Perhaps our love is true
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Love is like Gold

Dreams don't always go as planned
Lots of ideas and thoughts are canned
Kicked to the side, then picked up and panned
For the gold below, that lies in the sand

That gold is melted down and used as rings
Such immaterial, useless, marital things
All metals rust, fade away, like winter into spring
Rings might last forever but their meaning could be gone by the morning

What really matters is what lies inside
Whatever you feel and you don't want to hide
The small little four lettered word cannot be denied
We all feel it once, there’s no denying it, I love you needs said

But then ashes to ashes dust to dust
Nothing lasts forever, like metal love rusts
It goes back to the soil, were the gold was once panned
Perhaps things don't quite go as we once planned
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Leave Me No Longer

Everywhere I look reminds me of you
I can't say the things that really I want to
I see your face in everything I do
I know I'm in love, that one thing is true

Although you’re so near, i feel far away
Perhaps I’ll tell you one day
At the minute it’s not right, i cannot say
I wish thing could stay the way they are, this same way

Before you left, I missed you, near
Your life and safety I cherished with fear
The fear of losing you, would often force me to shed a tear
If i lost you, I’d sit here pining you year after year

Now you've left I miss you, you’re far
Far too way, in the sky, you’re my star
Leave me any longer and this pain will leave me a star
Without you my heart stops, but nobodies here to perform c.p.r
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Frozen

When the words don't come,
The words you need to say
How you need to say "I love you"
"In every single way"

When your emotions take over
And how you feel won't go to words
The tongue seems to fly away
Float off to the air like birds

Your persona with its swagger
Vanishes to an abyss
Throwing away your chances
Of that first all meaning kiss

You can't move but yet you back away
To escape the awkward grasp
And as you muster the power to escape
You let out an intoxicating gasp
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My Friends

Some Friends I have are the best friends I could ask for
I mean with perfection how could you ask for more
Because that's what they are, perfection in each and every single way
They're perfect to me, and that's how they should stay
They've done so much; they make me laugh and smile
I wouldn't take any of them onto Jeremy Kyle
I love our laughs and I love all our inside jokes
But I’ll stab you all if I get anymore Facebook Pokes
Some of you I don't talk to much anymore
Some of you still have me laughing and rolling around on the floor
But you are all people i would hate to loose
The bottom line is, I love all of yous
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The End

I look for an answer, but none can be found
Why do people fight on this small insignificant ground?
For money? For drugs? Such immaterial things
Why do we put gold on our fingers in the form of rings?

Everything will vanish; we'll all turn to dust
Nothing exists, once the earth eventually bursts
No memories, no thoughts, the end of war and the beginning of peace
Perhaps peace only exists, when man's life is ceased

But where will we go? Death cannot be the end?
All I want is to say goodbye, it’s all I wish for, my friend
I don't want to leave behind, all the people who I love
But i know I’ll look after them looking down from above

But eventually everything is forgotten
After all time and history is man made
Eventually we'll be erased from this universe
And all we have left will fade
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Love At Last

When I heard your voice
Something lit up inside
It made me want to come and play
Not stay in, shy and hide

You were that little golden ray of light
In a world that seems so dark
You brightened up my world
My one little burning spark

My day was going so bleak
Yet, you came and turned it around
You seemed to lift me up
My spirit off the ground

At lost after years of wondering
If there’s someone right for me
You showed up and told me yes
You stand in front of me to see
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Tell Me What's Wrong

Talk to me, tell me your feelings
I can tell by your face, you’re not the same
You’re in pain
You need my help

You can put it off but I know your hurt
You've been let down
You can't smile
Because you’re stuck with a frown

Tell me what’s up?
Tell me what’s wrong
Don't bottle it
To tell me you’re gone

I miss you, the happy you
The guy who I love
But now you seem distracted,
Missing, up above

You have something inside
Its eating away

Please tell me before it’s too late
I want you to stay...
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Put a Smile on Your Face

Everyone is the same deep inside
Differences make us human, there's no need to hide
When people put you down, they don't mean to hate
It's just your difference they can't contemplate

They don't understand why you feel how you do
It would be much different if only they knew
Some think it’s a lifestyle, without reason, a choice
Some just won't listen to the small person’s voice

They don't understand it’s how you feel in your heart
And their hate to others can tear you apart
But don't let it get you down; you’re as brave as they come
There's no need to fight, but never run

Put a smile on your face, show the joy inside
A smile from which they cannot run or hide
Show hoe beautiful you are, the way you were made
And slowly, the bullying will eventually end
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He Doesn't Want You to Know

Everything that goes on
Outside you and him
He doesn't want you to know
He doesn't want you to know

Everything that goes on
Behind your back, outside you and him
He doesn't want you to know
He doesn't want you to know

You'd take your life, for the guy you love
He's your everything, and you do all you can to make it show
But he doesn't want to know
He doesn't want you to show, or show you, what he doesn't want you to know

He could be breaking your heart
You'll never know,
He could be sleeping about
But you'll never know

He'll always hide, what he doesn't want you to know
He doesn't want you to know

He'll always be hiding, what he doesn't want you to know
To save you from pain, he'll not let it show, what he doesn't want you to know
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Pain in Stereo

In full surround I've felt it all
I've helped you up and let you fall
But what's to gain without you at all?
Nothing but pain, please answer my call

I've heard you cry, the pain in your voice
I stood and I listened without much choice
Now when I call you up, my phone ends up moist
Covered by my tears from the sound of your voice

"leave me a message after the tone"
Slowly my arm lowers as I put down the phone
My heart sinks, it breaks, a pain I’ve often known
Never finding the one perfect person to keep me going

As I walk away, I pass your picture on my wall
And I utter your name, and out loud I call
And as the tears trickle down my face with all lost hope
A part of me dies because without you I cannot cope

Please come back, please answer your phone, I love you, at least say goodbye,
Please let me hear why

Finish me off, kill me for good
Because there's nothing left without you, all but bad is gone, I’m left without
good

I still have your clothes, your sweet scent on my bed
I still have the pillow you one laid your head
Its driving me crazy not knowing why you want me dead
But you do and I love you, that’s all that needs to be said

Before I leave this world let me hear your voice one more time
Remind of the voice that used to be mine
Listen to my tears as I slowly go
Listen to my pain in stereo

Please, before you go, open your ears to the sound of my heart
Listen to the cracks how it’s been torn apart
Listen to the pain, deep in my voice
Leave me dying without a choice

Just listen to me as I go
The pain of my heart in stereo
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Going Home

When I'm let out, let down, upset
I'll walk straight home through the rain, get wet
'Cause when I lose you, I lose all I have
Because without you my heart is halved

So when I lose you, I lose all, my home and my heart
I lose an ending to life and have to go back to the start
The sun will fall and the rain with start
It somehow knows you've torn my world apart

This pathetic fallacy has no reason or rhyme
It's just what happens when I lose what’s mine
So I’ll go home to a place where I once belonged,
But still a place where love I have longed

No matter where I go, no matter where I stay
I never feel loved, whether it be night or the middle of the day
Maybe I'm in the wrong places, perhaps at the wrong times
But I wish I was loved, not never, not ever, but sometimes
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Mr Whatever Man

"He packed his bags and ran?"
"You both had a fight and then the trouble began"
"I must admit I wasn't a fan"
"But that's me, whatever, Mr Whatever Man"

Some people think I don't care
Well I do and when I don't its rare
My heart is big and it loves to share
My love, it’s too big for any one man to bear
When I was with you felt like I was caught in a snare
No escape had to just sit, wait, and stare
Felt like I'd stopped, fell on the stairs
"But I didn't care, whatever, that's me, Mr Whatever Man"
Just going through life without a plan
Occasionally eating out of an old garbage can
And I won't drive a car, I’ll aim bigger, I’ll drive a van
I don't care how I look, whatever, Mr Whatever Man
I don't care who you are, or where you come from
I'll cheer you up if you’re feeling glum
If your breath smells I’ll give you some gum
Or maybe squirt you with... Rum
But if you don't like me, for whatever I’ve done

I don't care whatever, "I'm Mr Whatever Man"
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Scream with Tears of Joy

As I watch you walk away
Without me by your side
All i want it to hold your hand
I want to be your guide

But then i think of all we've done
All we've said and had
I think of all the things you've done
How you've left me feeling sad

My eyes fill up with tears
I just want to cry
And as I see the horizons swallow you
I whisper out "goodbye"

My lip, it quivers, my eyebrows drop
As the first tear trickles down
You completed everything
You were the sceptre to my crown

My head it falls, my heart it breaks
As the first tears hit the ground

I just let my true love walk away
Without a single sound

Then that deep and empty feeling
The feeling of hurt and betrayal
It hurts to think of you, to see your face in my mind
Selfish sweetness is the ultimate portrayal

The tears they drip
Making a puddle around me
Drowning in a sea of depression
My eyes are foggy and I can't see

I can't even think clearly without you
My life is wrong, my world is gone
You left in an instant
I'm still standing here, un-willing to move on

I feel so sick, my stomach churns
As i see you in my head
The image plays over and over again
I regret what I should have done or said

All i want is to kiss those lips, to hold you once more

To relieve myself of pain
As I think of you walking away
I scream out your name

I don't want to live in a world without you
In a world of darkness and unknown
I don't want to live anymore
When I think of where you’re going

Please turn around come back, I’d scream with tears of joy
You are my life
My love
My everything
You are my only boy
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Tear the Walls Down

I tear the walls down
Because I’m crazy or because I’m mad
Sometimes i tear them down
Because I’m too angry, but just a tad

Sometimes i tear them down to prove a point
The point is that I’m strong
I can look through your words
And you’re lies, and all that you did wrong

But it doesn't hide the fact you hurt me
How we tore the house down that night
It doesn't stop the arguments,
The way they escalated that night

But that won't stop me either
I'll love you just the same
You are my life, my soul, my heart
You are one true aim
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Waiting For a Broken Heart

Every time I fall in love
Fate turns its ugly head
It fights and fights until no more
And my only love is dead

Relationships can fade
And love can pass
For me these two things
Come and go too fast

So when I get a relationship
And when I fall in love
I give up within a day
Because something stops it up above

And if I’m being guided
And I’m meant to be alone
Then I shall lead a sad life
One I can't condone

So if you ever meet me
Or you’re a stranger passing bye

I'm the boy waiting for a broken heart
So please kiss me goodbye
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See you later

Why won't you just get out of my head
Before I take a pistol, fill it with lead
I'll put the barrel up against my skull
I'll just have to pull the trigger and then I’m null

A non-existent part in time
Not remembered for a single rhyme
I'll just be left, lying in gore
With my brains spewed across the concrete floor

And you tried and you tried, to tear me apart
And now you've done it, well done, you've ripped out my heart
And there's nothing left, this is my note goodbye, no, carry on reading don't let
out a sigh
This is going to be my last and my only goodbye
And now that I’ve said it i must go die

Some people will say I’m morbid, they'll say i was lost
Well i fell on love with a monster and happiness was my cost
How can i smile with you by my side?
I'll just end it now and face my maker with nowhere to hide

I'll see you in hell, and we can continue this there

But by the time that comes, I’ll have taken to the air
I'll have haunted you ass all around the town
I'll steal your smile, get revenge make you frown
I'll see you later bitch; you’re going down, down, down.
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Tearing Out the Voices

I've been listening a lot
To the voices in my head
Listening and waiting
They say someday I’ll be dead

And they told me you love me
And that i could never amount
Well i won't listen to them
I'll make your love count

What’s the point to listen to who’s not real
I'll listen to you, the voice in my heart
Not hidden behind a veil

I don't want them to harm you
All o want is for them to stop
They tell me to harm you
And i tell them to drop

Cause the voice in my heart shouts louder than my head
If i were to hurt you a part of me would be dead
And all i want is to keep you safe and out of harm

Because you've stolen my heart, with your kind lovable charm

And it’s made me fall in love
You've stolen my heart
For you I’ll do anything
Beat all the voices and tear them out
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I Thought I heard

Ever since you left, I’ve been missing you
My eyes are clouded by the tears which I stare through
But lately I’ve been hurting, all over again
I thought i heard your voice; my heart's driving me insane

The other day i was waiting, watching passers by
Wanting you beside me, asking myself why?
Then for a second, out of the corner of my eye
I thought i spotted you but it was just a random guy

When i got home, got into bed, my sheets still smelt of you
But they were washed that morning, but you still shined right through
And getting up the next morning, i thought you were beside
But it was just a pillow, in reality your gone, outside

And then cooking in the kitchen, i saw a shadow at the door
For a second my heart raced, but it was just the art decor
And then looking out my window, i thought i felt a touch
I turned around immediately, my head not up to much

Then at night I whispered, out aloud your sweet and lovely name
And nobody answered and my heart, it felt the pain

But i know that your inside of me, it’s why your always here
You have my heart forever, to me that’s been always clear
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Couldn't Amount

Life is going great, my path is going fine
I seem to know where I stand and where to draw the line
But who stands between us? The guy who split us up?
Who was it who broke my heart, who made you give me up?

I'm sorry I couldn't amount to everything that he did
And I’m sorry that I wasn't open, I’m sorry that I hid
But what’s left to do now you’re gone, I’m lost
I played the field and I risked my heart, losing it is only the cost

And all I’ve lost is one person on my life, the one I cared so much for
Now I’ve lost myself, I feel so alone, you've ripped my heart out of my very
core
But can you forgive, please you have to try
Because at the minute I can't smile, or see where I’m going through these tears
that I cry

Please tell me you love me, it’s all I want to hear
The one thing I long for, and cherish so dear
So please let me hear them, put my heart back together after you tore it apart
Maybe this way we can go back to the start.
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Gotta Go

I need you now
I don't know how I let you go
I lost it all, please pick me up
Don't let go, don't let me fall

I'm reaching out, and I can hear you shout
But I can't help but drift away
I can't help but do what’s natural
I can't help but fly away, because i can't stay

Just let it go, let me go
Leave our love, move on
It might take you a while to move on
But just let go, because let’s face it I’m gone
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Key

Let me open, give me the key
Surely you’re not that stupid, not too blind to see
You are my love, you've stolen my heart
Its open to you don't tear me apart

But you won't let me in, you’re locked up, you’re scared
The difference between reality and your imagination is blurred
You've won my heart, my love and my soul
You are my only lifelong goal

I need you, i want you to see, that without you I’m nothing
And with you I’m more
So give me the key to your heart
Please, let me soar
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After It All

I can still see your tears from before
They've been mopped up and squeezed out, left stains on your floor
I can still see the glass by your door
Left there from the last time, now I’m back once more

We can clean up this mess, this fight and us
We can put down our swords and clean up this mess with little fuss
We can talk to each other, argue and cuss

But i'll stick by you through all that was said
Because you are my life, my foundation, my bread
You were my pillow where I rested my head
You fixed me up when I was beat up and bled

You are my rock, solid like stone
It makes me smile when I see how we've grown
And even though we argue, it’s all in the past
Because this is our show, we're a two man cast

I love you, no one could tear us apart
We have shared so many stories, and this still feels like the start
I can't put into words how I feel about you. But I love you, and I hope you love
me too
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Projected Memories

Looking back at all the things
Those things that happened
Those times we lost
And look what happened, look what it cost

We lost everything, even ourselves
Each other, our love, all was lost
Lost it all, along the way
We had to fight, like kids we couldn't play

All i have left are pictures, photos
To gather dust in a drawer
To lick my wounds and mend my heart
To recover, after our war

But the photos bring out a side
A side that pulls at my heart,
It makes me sad,
It often tears me apart

Looking back, flicking through my memories
Have them projected on the wall

Leave them for all to see
For my lonely heart to call

Losing you was hard, but not as hard as looking back
Flicking through photos, thinking of you
I want you back, it’s all I want,
Don't need anyone new
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My Empty Hall

The room once filled
With love, with joy
The room where children played
With each and every toy

The one room that once had
Your picture on the wall
The empty room now
My empty hall

The room where we danced
Your feet with mine
The room where our music echoed
Time after time

The room where we kissed
For the first and last time
The room that is free
From dirt and from grime

It’s the saddest room now
Because of the joy once inside

It's where I go to get away,
To hide

It’s a room that reminds me of you
A room that makes me so sad
A room that has gone through good
And is now going through bad

It makes me miss you
It makes me fill up with tears
The time we spent in it
It must have be years

I lost you a while ago
But you once filled these empty halls
Now all I’m left with, is your pictures
Hanging on the walls
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Not Knowing

What If I kissed you?
My last kiss on earth?
I don't know when I'll die
I could die any moment
That one thought feels so twisted and bent
But it's true, I want my last kiss to be with you

I don't know, if I'll ever hold you hand again
Once I let go how will I know?
I won't, I can't tell
But I could die any moment
That's why I don't want to let go
Life is a game; it could be ended with a throw

When I hug you, you could be my last hug
I don't want to leave,
But life treats us like a mug
It could end in an instant
We could be killed by a car
We just don't know,
It sounds so bizarre

When I whisper "I love you"
I want you to know
Those words last forever
I won't ever go
Love is for life, and the unknown beyond
My love for you lasts forever, it has no end
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Funny How You Feel

It's funny how sad you feel
When you see someone you like
Someone you've never even spoken to
But like
And think you'll never see them again

Its funny how that one person's voice
Can instantly make you fall in love
But then you turn around
You never see their face and they're gone

It’s funny how your heart beats twice as hard
When you’re with somebody you love
But yet
With them you’re the most relaxed

It’s funny that little thing called love
It makes you do stuff you wouldn't
Feel stuff you shouldn't
But lets you down the most
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Changing Like the Seasons

I never thought you'd change
I always thought you'd stay the same
But in some ways you did, and some ways you didn't
And it was this that caused me pain.

You had long hair; you got it cut to short
Now it’s grown back to long
You cheated once, you said you'd changed and once again
You cheated for a second time; you caused me so much pain.

The seasons often change, trees through amber, bare to green,
You changed with them
You went from sweet, and beautiful, so blunt and mean.

There's one thing the seasons seem to do,
They go and they come back
Will unlike these seasons, I hope you go away
Your never welcome back
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Gone Without a Glimpse

Love does not come easy
It’s often hard to find
I have found it several times
All I have left is my mind

My heart has been so broken
In me love does remain
Hurt so much
My heart will hide away and never love again

Then you come along
Someone I care for so much
I never want to hurt you
So I don’t want to share our touch

Everyone I seem to touch
Seems to walk away
Some come and some go
But my love will always stay

This is why I’m leaving
I love you too much to make your hurt

I hope you don’t miss me
Let me go, fate won’t want to flirt

As much as I hate to leave you
I have to walk out that door
It’s because I’ll love you always
Please forget me, go back to how it was before
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I’d like to dedicate this book to all my friends. Thank you all for your support,
for every time you’ve made me laugh, for every memory we share. I love you
all and I know I couldn’t have achieved what I have achieved without you.
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